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Claire Smith
25-Oct-2020

Great list, if any of these woyld like to share their peoduct feed to Beyobd Animal they should give us a shoit!    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
26-Oct-2020

I'll add that if there's any vegan business out there not on these, it'll be encouraging to sell on here :). That way, people don't
have to go to non-vegan sellers for them    



Tristan Balozian
23-Oct-2020

And vegan-place.com (first vegan marketplac)    



Worried about buying from an online store that has animal products (you know which ones), because they may fund those more with vegan purchases or might
accidentally buy something that's not vegan, even if they just have a vegan section? Can't go to a physical location due to the outbreak and other reasons, not that
they're likely vegan anyway? Not a problem. 

 

Note: there's so many individual product websites - it's too many (for me to keep up with) to post. If anyone has a list, feel free to share.

 

Here's a list of vegan websites you could buy from worry-free, be it a wide selection or product-specific:

Right here: Beyond Animal (doesn't exist anymore)
 

Rest is in the excel spreadsheet:

online stores - vegan.xlsx
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Ekaterina Ivchenko
22-Oct-2020

https://www.vantastic-foods.com/ - also vegan online shop     
Europe    



  2 Likes |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
23-Oct-2020

it's already there    



Majbritt Byskov-Bridges
21-Oct-2020

You can also add us www.alver.ch    



  3 Likes | 

Brittany Bunk
13-Oct-2020

it's really too bad, but none of these really replace Amazon - there are just vegan items on there that aren't on these sites.   However, if
enough people buy from these, maybe they'll start supplying what they don't have and become better.    



  1 Like | 

Helen Long
12-Oct-2020

A few more in the UK here https://www.livingwithwarmth.com/vegan-online-shops    



  4 Likes | 
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